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"A large-scale fantasy action role-playing game is a grand setting, and a well-designed one can last a lifetime. It's my hope that this game will be able to appeal not only to the fantasy role-playing game fans but also to those with a love of classic action games. We will be providing ample
opportunities to adventure and enjoy new stories. Please look forward to coming across many other players!" ■ Story The land where the Twilight leaves behind a trail of destruction and chaos. After an endless winter, the world once again awakens, and a new saga begins to unfold. In this world,
heroes fight and an unlikely hero meets a strong heroine in an adventure that will test their strengths. ■ Characters You can create your own character and can freely combine weapons, armor, and magic. The new gear system will help the development of each character at their individual
levels. ・ Unique Arms and Magic Weapons The weapons and armor system is packed with weapons that have never been seen in any other RPGs. ・ Weapons made from rare materials Crafted from three different sets of materials, each piece has its own unique properties. ・ Three sorts of Power
Three types of magic can be used in battle: Spirit, Soul, and Body. Learn your combat style while equipping your character by leveling your magic skills. ■ Features ・ A Grand Setting with Realistic Scenarios In the world, you will be experiencing exciting and heartwarming stories, and will be able
to explore a vast world that is as exciting as it is beautiful. ・ A Reversal of the Hero's Destiny You have the power to determine the character's future. Will you take up the hero's role or just live in peace? ・ The Hero's Role Reversed In contrast to the past, you will be playing the role of a bandit
instead of a hero. ■ About MAJOR OSR In the world of fantasy role-playing games, the design of characters and the enhancement of items are the most dominant. However, many great RPGs over the past twenty years have been created with a grand setting, including Spellborn, the Elric series,
Baldur's Gate, and Shadowrun. Most of these games were able to run for a long time because of the developers' strong sense of design and the creativity of the game.

Features Key:
Please note that there may be cases where the below feature descriptions are still incomplete. Please verify the details by checking the content of the game more closely.

Basic Play Features

Play as one of 9 classes, including Warrior, Mage, and Rogue. You can find a variety of combat styles and modes to experience extensive open fields and huge dungeons. Command your allies with commanding skills. Create an army as powerful as yours with Elden Machines. Equip a variety of
weapons, armor, and magic items with strategic combinations that fit the combat type you favor to gain an edge.

Convenient Battle Features

Complete the initial episode without actually playing the game. Playing the story consists of exploring the various world settings, advancing the story, and acting out the drama. Collect items and acquire new skills for the campaign mode, or create your own army in the single player mode.
Replay battles just as they happened using a replay feature that preserves the details of the initial battle conditions. Experience the unforgettable drama that unfolds when you wage war on a player. Use the restore feature to replay battles with different characteristics from the main story.

Diversity of Online Play

Experience asynchronous online play based on a free turn policy. Take on opponents as well as your friends! Enjoy access to your ally's weapons and gold and use the wisdom of your allies to create powerful armies. Connect and play with other players even as you travel.
Change your class and create your own army based on your play style. You can freely combine the weapons, armor, and magic that you equip. As you develop your character, you can exchange weapons to increase your muscle strength, or master the proficiency of magic, but your choices leave
a permanent mark on your character.

Fantasy-Inspired Online Game

Play fantasy action combat RPG where the story line and gameplay follow a fantasy world that has not yet been materialized. Check the “Fantasy Thoughts” on the information screen to learn the story about the world 
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“The new fantasy action RPG is here!” “The new fantasy action RPG is here!” - Nippon.com (Jan. 7, 2017) “The nostalgia of games like Final Fantasy will remain because of the deep, rich story” - Gamespot (Jan. 8, 2017) “An action-RPG fans could get their fix.” - IGN (Jan. 14, 2017) “The classic
fantasy game that everyone grew up with returns in a whole new form!” - Gameinformer (Jan. 14, 2017) “Tuck-in-box presents an immersive fantasy adventure” - Nintendolife.com (Feb. 2, 2017) “This old-school fantasy is the perfect game for fans of Final Fantasy” - Gamereactor.de (Feb. 6,
2017) “Very fun and beautiful RPG that will remind you of something that you have played in the past” - Game.EXE (Feb. 13, 2017) “The game could be finished within a couple of hours, as it is a linear and traditional RPG.” - GGR (Feb. 23, 2017) “The game is old-school and highly enjoyable
despite its age.” - Gameskult (March 1, 2017) “The game is a blast to play and an absolute blast to watch your character grow in power” - fncgamer (March 3, 2017) “It’s a solid JRPG experience with very little background and very little cutscenes” - GottaGeekGaming (March 8, 2017) “The
overall presentation of the game is just stunning” - Nowgamersshop.com (March 15, 2017) “The game is a perfect series of short, funny, relaxing, challenging, and challenging mini-games” - KillScreen.com (March 29, 2017) “A beautiful lighthearted RPG that has a solid amount of charm”
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• Who doesn’t like dungeon crawling? Who doesn’t like to raid? Who doesn’t like gigantic dungeons with floors, pillars, and chandeliers? Who doesn’t like to smash the doors? ①Action RPG Masterpiece A game with a visual style that is hugely ambitious, Tarnished Rage will be an action RPG that
has countless content, rich battle and Dungeon Raids. ②High Difficulty Puzzles, Thrilling Battles Several scenarios involving the relations between the characters are set. As you approach the dungeon entrance, the bosses you have faced before appear again. Throughout the scenario, as you
successfully handle difficulties, the challenging battles will increase. ③24 “Crumble,” an RPG That is Undeniably Unique “For people who like to throw things,” “For people who like to smash things,” “For people who like to battle,” “For people who like to explore,” With the action RPG genre, you
will be able to enjoy everything. You can enjoy the battles and the exploration by directly controlling characters, while also enjoying the story and customization of your character. In the game, you will be able to enjoy a myriad of music and find the gameplay you like, with a general setting that
can accommodate the tastes of everyone. “Crumble” a game for people who enjoy throwing and smashing things. WHAT YOU’LL GET ・10 Leaders, 30 Ride members, and 20 Mount members. ・Various skills and weapons. ・Full set of items from the start of the game. ・Customize your character to
use specific attributes and trade them for advanced items. ・Customize your weapons and armor. ・Matching outfits from the start of the game. ・Various accessories. ・Various mounts and horses. ・Various skills and special items. ・10 premium maps. ①Dungeon Raids. The content that includes
the dungeons, the action, the graphics, and the play experience all together. The battles will be as thrilling as the darkness and splendor of the dungeons. GAME PARTICIPANTS 〜(1) Exhausted Gourmet ・Tarnished ・Avalanche Horse ・Hooded Witch ・Avalanche Caster ・Avalanche Caster
(Champion) ・Bred Horse
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What's new:

The Elden Ring includes an action RPG where you can enjoy the Mythic Fantasy of the Lands Between in the same taste as the most popular ARPGs, such as "Sekaiju no Rage", "Rise of
Immortals," and "Makai na Hentai."

 

// Features

・ An Extraordinary Depth that Makes Up for All Experience Levels As the most advanced Final Fantasy Tactics game, Elden Ring pits all of its past experience and expertise you can't find
in other ARPGs into one formidable title. 

・ A Vast World Full of Excitement As the most impressive tactics game available, Elden Ring transports you to a vast world with various battlefields and battles. While you explore and
wander around, you'll encounter huge monsters and dungeons that are full of high-octane drama.

・ Exclusive Cinematic Battles Set in a story full of drama and excitement, this classic battle system will never cease to please you. 

・ Easy, Challenging Battles You Can Master from the Beginning While a tactical game, you start with a limited range of usable skills. Elden Ring is easy to learn, and the game starts off
with your use of basic attacks. As you unlock more advanced skills, the battle automatically becomes harder, and you can expand your range and scope in a relatively short time.

・ Phenomenal Graphics with High-Quality Sound The graphics are stunning and the battlefields are three-dimensional. Colorful monsters will never run out of excitement.

・ Create Your Own Character Your character will level up according to your choices and specializations. As long as you develop your character by learning skills, enhancing and equipping
items, and appropriately level up according to the situation, a character that will surpass your expectations will be created.

・ An Epic Drama Born from a Myth Elden Ring is brimming with an easygoing and slow-paced story. It unfolds in a way that has never been seen before in a Final Fantasy Tactics game. Its
various battles and interactions are wrapped around a vast story full of drama and thrill.

・ Epic Multiplayer Battles that Loosely Connects You
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System Requirements For Elden Ring:

Supported OS: Windows® 7 64-bit and Windows® 8 64-bit Processor: 1.8 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo or 2.4 GHz AMD Phenom II X3 RAM: 2 GB Supported DX version: 10.1 Video Card: Windows 7: NVIDIA® GeForce® 8600M GS 128 MB or AMD Radeon HD 3600 512 MB Windows 8: NVIDIA® GeForce®
GTX 660 or AMD Radeon HD 7690G Recommended: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 770 or AMD Radeon R9
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